Atelocollagen for protein and gene delivery.
Recent progress in recombinant gene technology and cell culture technology has made it possible to use protein and polynucleotides as effective drugs. However, because of their short half-lives in the body and the necessity of delivering to target site, those substances do not always exhibit good potency as expected. Therefore, delivery systems of such drugs are important research subjects in the field of pharmacology, and to prolong the effect of these drugs, many studies are being conducted to control the release of proteins and polynucleotides from various carrier materials. Collagen is one of the most useful carrier materials for this purpose. In this article, we report on the controlled release of protein drugs using collagen, focusing on a new drug delivery system (DDS), the Minipellet, as our basic technology. Then we introduce our recent work about gene therapy using collagen-based DDS. Basic formulation study showed that collagen DDS protects DNA degradation from both chemical cleavage and enzymatic digestion. A single injection of collagen DDS containing plasmid DNA produced physiologically significant levels of gene-encoding proteins in the local site and systemic circulation of animals and resulted in prolonged biological effects. These results suggest that collagen DDS containing plasmid DNA may enhance the clinical potency of plasmid-based gene transfer, facilitating a more effective and long-term use of naked plasmid vectors for gene therapy. Also, variety kinds of application of collagen DDS for gene therapy using adenovirus vector, antisense DNA and DNA vaccine, will be discussed.